1 Put the words in the correct column.

date  bread  banana  fruit  lemon  asparagus  apple  aubergine

glass of water  broccoli  rice  grape  water  coffee  raisin  spinach

Countable nouns

date

Uncountable nouns

bread

2 Complete each phrase using a word from the box. Use each word once.

a some two some four some three some

1 some coffee  2 lemons

3 bananas

4 oranges

5 fruit

6 glass of water

7 spinach

8 dates

3 Write a, an or some.

1 an apple

2 some grapes

3 broccoli

4 glass of water

5 lemon

6 raisins

7 aubergine

8 rice

9 asparagus

10 orange

11 dates

12 fruit

13 banana

14 coffee